
 
TVA Should Support a Moratorium on Electric Utility Shutoffs 

 
Top Line Talking Points:  
 

● No one should be without basic human needs like utilities, shelter, healthcare and food 
during this crisis.  

● TVA should issue a moratorium to prevent local power companies under their jurisdiction 
from shutting off customers during the crisis, and fund programs that offer bill relief so 
families don’t end up with a big utility bill they cannot pay after being laid off for months. 

● TVA should adopt regulations requiring bill forgiveness, reduction of bills and payment 
delay for customers in emergencies. 

● The Community Care Fund and flexibility line of credit for local power companies set up 
by TVA are helpful but fall short of what local power companies, and therefore 
ratepayers, need from TVA during this economic and public health crisis.  

● TVA must protect residents from electricity shut offs by reducing unnecessary financial 
burden on local power companies.  

● The Grid Access Charge, approved by the board in 2018, places undue burden on low 
energy users and should be suspended for the duration of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

● TVA should at least temporarily reduce wholesale power costs for local power 
companies during the pandemic.  

● Opportunity for meaningful public engagement is crucial especially in these 
unprecedented times. Investor-owned utilities have responded by making their annual 
shareholder meetings available online. 

● Please make the next TVA board meeting genuinely public by implementing a virtual 
listening session, and continue this practice for the entire duration of social distancing.  

 
Additional Talking Points on a Moratorium on Electric Utility Shut offs:  
 

● This time of crisis shows us what should have been obvious all along: access to 
electricity is a human right. Punishing people who can’t afford to pay their utility bills by 
cutting off whole families, including children, from power, is an inhumane practice that 
must end.  

● Families across the Tennessee Valley are still suffering during the COVID-19 crisis 
without access to power, heat or running water. That’s not only an injustice, it’s also a 
public health disaster at a time when health experts keep telling us we need to stay 
healthy and safe. 

● Many local power companies across the Tennessee Valley are using their powers to 
prevent shutting off power and water during the crisis, but some have failed to act. That’s 
why TVA needs to step in and support a policy to help the 10 million people they serve 
across the Valley. 



● Every local power company has different versions of a shutoff policy, leaving  residents 
in danger of being trapped at home without power,-- that means too many utilities have 
not done enough to help the unknown. The Board should take action immediately to 
support a blanket moratorium on all local power companies from shutting off services 
during the crisis and offer assistance to local power companies to implement low-income 
and payment programs to provide help for customers who can’t pay their utility bills. 
Instituting flexible payment programs help alleviate increasing burdens.  

● Across the country, utilities have already taken steps to protect customers by 
suspending disconnections and late fees during this pandemic. 

● As the COVID-19 infection rate and economic fallout caused by the virus continues to 
grow, residents across the Tennessee Valley face the compounding crises of sickness 
and severe reduction or loss of income. Further, school closures throughout the Valley 
have resulted in home learning schedules for many families, making uninterrupted 
energy service a critical resource for children. 

● Electricity is not a luxury, it is a necessity to be safe and secure in one’s home - 
especially during a global health crisis. 

● Persons reliant on electricity to operate medical equipment (like dialysis, breathing 
assistance, drug refrigeration and medical monitoring for example) should not have 
service terminated.  Households with chronically ill, elderly, infants or small children 
should be known to the distributor and protected from any loss of power. 

● Low and fixed income customers  need effective and compassionate relief from charges. 
Each energy provider should have clear and readable policies on all aspects of retail 
customer services, including loss of services, bill moratorium or payment delay, bill 
forgiveness or having charges waived or paid over an extended period, and how to 
access assistance from a common fund to help customers in paying in difficult 
circumstances. 

● The Board must support a policy to suspend cutoffs, late fees, collection and credit 
reporting for nonpayment and reconnect those that are currently disconnected.  This will 
alleviate stress and strain for many who are already struggling. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


